
SECTOR SUB-SECTOR OCCUPATIONAL CAPITAL MARKETS

RETAIL POSITIVE NEGATIVE POSITIVE NEGATIVE COMMENT

High Street

COVID-19 will accelerate the demise of failing retailers underlying a continued shift online. In the medium- to long-term this will lead to
significant repurposing, a reduction of overcapacity in towns and cities and a move towards more community and service based
destinations. Town centres with a tight retail footprint, an identity and rebased rents should see values recover. Lockdown has seen many
shoppers rediscover their high street. The gathering momentum behind turnover based leasing models, may impact on investor appetite as
the forecasting of income becomes more problematic. Transparency is key and the landlord / tenant relationship has to change.

Shopping Centres

SCs will have to evolve. Dominant centres offering range and experience will recover and see improved performance from rebased rents
and values. We may see a consolidation in prime SC pricing as investors re-assess risk associated with retailer demand. There will be
winners and losers. SCs recognised as having a point of difference (value or leisure focussed or food store anchored) will also have a
place in the market. Repurposing of SCs is likely to see food stores absorb excess space and anchoring new convenience focussed
developments. High service charges place SCs at a disadvantage. The range of rental agreements, including turnover rents, will create
uncertain income streams, impacting debt raising ability and returns. Many secondary, underinvested SCs face repurposing or demolition.

Retail Warehouses A1 fashion
Retail parks are best placed to benefit from the new trading “normal” and demand should hold up, especially if rents fall. Open A1 parks
may also see some pressure to convert to new lease structures. Strong locations will offer alternative use values.

Retail Warehouses bulky
Limited retailer demand and rationalisation of portfolios as more product moves online will be offset by consumers requiring a physical
shop for major purchases and retailers using stores to support growing online businesses. Any rental falls will attract the value retailers.
Rents and values should be supported in prime locations. Alternative uses, such as urban logistics, will also tempt opportunistic investors.

Convenience / 

Neighbourhood

The impact of COVID-19 has resulted in a shift to more localised shopping – in neighbourhoods and smaller towns. A degree of loyalty will 
be maintained. Convenience retail and neighbourhood centres will be one of the few segments of the market to benefit from the virus 
impact. The step shift in WFH will also help in supporting local and convenience retail. Modest rental increases can be expected with 
values supported by a growing investor base. CBD convenience retail may be a casualty as workforce based trade is reduced.

Supermarkets
The long income provided by supermarket investments will continue to appeal to investors. The discounters will continue their aggressive
expansion programmes, creating potential investment stock. Re-purposing of town centres could well see more food stores as anchor units
as the focus moves from fashion to convenience and community.

OFFICE

CBD

COVID-19 is the catalyst for a significant shift to home / remote working. The longer term impact must be a reduced demand for business
space, particularly within CBDs, where public transport commuting is required. Offices will be used differently, with design and fit-out
reflecting flexibility and changed uses. Access to public transport, quality, environment and well-being will be at the forefront. Prime product
in London and the "big 6" will continue to generate modest performance so long as supply constraints prevail.

Serviced Offices / Co-Working

Serviced offices may see a medium term demand bounce as corporates deal with issues relating to delayed developments. The short-term
impact will be the end for a number of operators. Survivors will be in a stronger position, with less competition. The co-working model may
be under threat if social distancing is maintained in the long-term. For many investors, there remains a huge question mark over the
serviced office business model. We are likely to see greater demand for more "meeting rooms" and localised "touch down" space allowing
workers with limited home space to work close to home and avoid unnecessary commuting. This could help to absorb high street vacancy.

Business Parks
Business Parks are likely to benefit from a push towards decentralisation and hub and spoke offices accessible by car. Appetite from
occupiers and investors is expected to improve. However, the WFH model seems to have been a great success for many call / contact
centre businesses and this is where space may be released back to market – predominantly in the regions.

Science Parks
Relatively small part of the market. Would expect to see capital investment and expansion from both pubic and private sector. Well located
Science Parks with university links should see upward pressure on rents and values.

INDUSTRIAL

Multi-let The medium to long term will see a strong recovery in SME activity, supporting the multi-let industrial market.

Manufacturing
It is likely that some major manufacturers will look to shorten supply chains following issues associated with COVID-19. Together with
Brexit, it is anticipated that some businesses will re-shore a number of their manufacturing activities.

Distribution
The importance of efficient supply chains and distribution networks has been brought sharply into focus by the virus. Major retail, pharma,
automotive and 3PL occupiers will continue to drive demand for appropriate space, particularly in the big shed market (>100k sq ft).
However, this market segment is not recession proof and any economic downturn will severely impact demand.

Last Mile
An acute shortage of space and land in the major urban markets in London and the South East will support continued strong performance
and investor appetite.

Self Storage Growing population will continue to drive modest demand, but limited investor pool.

Data Centres
The importance of having a bullet proof IT system, back-up capacity and disaster recovery premises has been brought sharply into focus.
Safe and secure data storage requirements are only going to increase.

LEISURE

F&B
Arguably, surviving chains / brands will come out stronger, having rationalised portfolios and fine-tuned delivery services. The competitive
set will be reduced. Once restrictions are lifted, consumers will drive strong demand for dining and socialising.

Pubs
The pubs market has already been impacted by changing consumer demands and legislation. There will be winners and losers. Lack of
commuters and CBD footfall will impact central city locations, while local town and village establishments may benefit from the rise in WFH.
Wet-led pubs will struggle, food and experience-led pubs will benefit from a consumer rebound.

Hotels

Consumer demand will recover, but lower business demand may impact budget hotels disproportionately. UK hotels will recover more
quickly than resort hotels as consumers look for "safe" destinations. Conference venues may struggle to recover, but the need for
interaction and networking may overcome sterile video webinars. The "staycation" sector will benefit while consumers assess the risk of
long-haul and international travel. Investor demand for prime branded hotels will support the top end of the market.

Health & Fitness
Increased awareness and ongoing focus on well-being, health and fitness should support consumer demand for a range of increasingly
sophisticated "product". Increased WFH and more free time will also support growth in the sector through both physical and online
offerings. A segment of increasing interest to investors, although some CBD locations will suffer from reduced workplace related demand.

Cinemas

While there will be a bounce back from the COVID-19 impact, cinema is facing severe competition from expanding streaming services.
There will be winners and losers. Dominant and boutique cinemas offering food and "experience" will continue to attract custom. While long
leases appeal, there remain question marks over the strength of covenant of some operators. In the medium-term, lack of new film product
will add to the challenge of rebuilding customer numbers.

HEALTHCARE

Senior Living (Retirement) The demographics suggest growth and long-term performance in this sector. Now, maybe its time has finally come?

Senior Living (Care Homes)
COVID-19 has brought care homes sharply into focus. In a fragmented market, there will be strong occupational and investor demand for
top quality homes, although covenant strength will always be an issue.

Private Medical
Small and specialist market that will continue to grow as the NHS struggles to keep pace with demands. An increasing move towards
private health insurance and private “pay-as-you-go” will benefit the private health sector.

GP practices / Surgeries
Will benefit from substantial capital investment in the NHS. Sites often present redevelopment opportunities to accommodate higher
density improved facilities with associated affordable housing and / or senior living.

AUTOMOTIVE

Automotive & Roadside

There will undoubtedly be a switch from internal combustion engine (ICE) to electric vehicles (EVs) and sales volumes may struggle to
recover to historic levels, but point of sale (POS) and servicing will still be required. For the PFS market, a number of operators are already
providing EV charging points and improved customer facilities on site. On the assumption that rapid charging provision at PFS sites is
ramped up, it will allow drivers with no home charging to use facilities just like a traditional PFS.

RESIDENTIAL

BTR
Demographics, affordability and an increasing willingness to rent long-term will support continued growth and performance in this sector.
There is a question mark over the continued appeal of micro living and access to shared spaces, which may impact negatively on pricing.
Design considerations over unit size and facilities may also add to build costs.

Student Housing
Demand from overseas students will be crucial to delivering healthy returns in the long-term. A British university education remains highly
sought after in many overseas territories. Again, there will be winners and losers. Oxbridge and Russell Group universities will retain their
attractiveness, but the second tier universities may see a modest drop in overseas student applicants.

LIFE SCIENCES

Specialist wet and dry labs This small segment of the market could benefit from increased capital investment from the public and private sector.
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